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Bringing The Connected Enterprise to Life

We connect the imaginations of people with the intelligence of machines to expand what is humanly possible, and bring The Connected Enterprise to life. Headquartered in Milwaukee, WI, we employ approximately 23,000 people serving customers in more than 80 countries.
Our strategy is to bring The Connected Enterprise to Life

Our singular focus on automation means we have unparalleled expertise. Unlike our competitors, our team of builders and innovators are focused solely on creating a better and broader set of automation products, software and solutions. Our automation expertise is deep, built upon decades of experience. As a result, we know how to work with businesses to translate the deluge of information into useful, actionable insights. Our work creates a more productive Connected Enterprise.

OFFERINGS INCLUDE:

- Logix – the only control platform that performs discrete, hybrid and process applications in a single hardware and software environment
- Visualization & scalable analytics software
- Secure EtherNet/IP® network infrastructure
- Safety products and systems
- Intelligent motor control products and systems
- Full range of automation systems and smart components

Responsive support

Our customer teams and skilled partners provide exceptional support whenever and wherever you need us. Our partners around the world work as one, shoulder to shoulder with customers, every day. Our industry expertise, understanding of your business and skill at connecting your enterprise equip us to address issues in real time and to anticipate new ones before they happen.

- Networks and security services
- Product and application lifecycle support
- Remote monitoring and cloud analytics
- Asset management and reliability services
- People and asset safety

Social responsibility, sustainability and culture

We are unwavering in our commitment to doing what’s right in every situation. Our customers, employees, shareholders and people who do business with us value working with an ethical, principled partner. We value each person, and we build enduring relationships.

History

More than a hundred years ago, the inventive mind of Lynde Bradley united with the entrepreneurial spirit of Dr. Stanton Allen and the mechanical genius of Lynde’s younger brother, Harry, to establish the first motor control company. Today we’re taking the knowledge we gained over the last century to build what’s next.